Tutorial Video Library

You will find in this page all video tutorials that have been posted both on this platform and on our YouTube channel. Click on the video's title to watch it.

Implementing Partner

How to register in the GMS?
How to navigate in the GMS homepage?
How to fill in and submit the Due Diligence?

Project Proposal Playlist:

Introduction on how to fill in and submit the Project Proposal template.
How to add a budget location?
The locations’ tab errors explained

HFU

How to register on the GMS?
How to register a Partner organization on the GMS?
How to set up and launch an Allocation on the GMS?
How to create/manage the SRC scorecards

Timelines' validation and management playlist

Introduction to the project's timelines

Special Case: the project's duration/budget is out of the Operational Modalities' range

How to add waivers and validate the Timelines

How to manage the Timelines post-validation

How to edit and/or delete the waivers post-validation

How and when to update the Timelines during a Project Revision?

What is the Timelines' impact on OCHA Assurance Dashboard?

Cluster Coordinators

How to register on the GMS?

FCS Finance

How to register on the GMS?
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